Case Study

France - Altadis

Altadis is a multinational purveyor and manufacturer
of cigarettes, tobacco and cigars. Altadis was formed via a
1999 mergerbetween Tabacalera, the former Spanish tobacco
monopoly and SEITA, the former French tobacco monopoly. Through
its international holdings, including ownership of the
former Consolidated Cigar Corporation, and half ownership of the
Cuban state tobacco monopoly, Habanos S.A., Altadis is today the
largest producer of mass market and premium cigars in the world, as
well as the fourth largest producer of tobacco products. The
company was acquired by the British tobacco giant Imperial
Tobacco in 2008.

Customer Information
Customer: Altadis
Country: France
Main Business: Tabacco Sales
Project Details
Market Division: Distribution
Device Specification
PDA Model: M3 SKY
PDA Options: Barcode, Camera
(document capture), Bluetooth, WIFI

Purpose of PDA
1. FLS(Field Service Logistics)
2. B2C Delivery
3. After Sales / Repair Service
Background and Effects

Before: PDA
The IT system in the PUDO will be the most important and
unique tool for the activity.
Barcode, Camera (document capture), Bluetooth, WIFI
3500 tobacco shops, they don’t have internet access
Some are located in regions where GSM/GPRS is not available
or uncertain. Communication will have to be made thru Landline
Modem.


After: PDA
M3 with integrated PTI system isolated Workers Protection
System, detection of physical movements and shocks on M3
automated alerts thru VOIP/GSM/SMS in case of workers do not
have any other internet connection. And by making orders online from the shop, show owners are now able to order right
amount of good and receive them at right time. Many features of
M3 device have changed and simplified the distribution channel,
and which is also cost and time effective.

Why M3?
1. Rugged
2. Reliable
3. Easy to use and install without any specific training
At right Price
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